
ENHANCING YOUR DESIGNS AND DUPLICATING THEM! 

1. Go to File>>Open and choose the image you scanned in Photoshop. 

 

2. The opened image should be titled “background” (layer) as highlighted in blue on the right-hand 

side column. Double-click the highlighted tab and the layer name should change to Layer 0. 

 



3. From the left-hand side tool menu column, select Polygonal Lasso. It has been highlighted a dark 

grey in the below picture. Go over roughly round the boundary of your doodle with the 

polygonal lasso tool and click to have it selected in a marching ants fashion. 

 

Go to Layer>>New Layer form the overhead set of tabs. Your New Layer will be by default called Layer 1. 

Rearrange this layer by clicking on it and dragging it down to be under Layer 0.Then, select back Layer 0 

and go the bottom of the right hand column (beneath the list of layer you have in the doc.) and select a 

tiny button which will read Add layer mask when you hover on it.(as in above image) 

 

 

 

 



 

4. In the above image, after step 3, you should be able to see a cut-out of your doodle. Go to 

Layer>>New Adjustment Layer>>Hue/Saturation to adjust the vibrancy and brightness of the 

doodle. Tweak this as you want! 

 



You can see that the Hue/Saturation Layer will now be represented in the right-hand side layer column 

too! Select Layer 1, right click and select Blending Options>>Color Overlay>>and choose white as fill 

color. 

5. Select both the Hue/Saturation Layer together with Layer 0 and go to Layer>>Merge Layer to 

combine them into one layer. 

 

 



 

6.Select Hue/Saturation (the new merged layer) and press Ctrl+J to duplicate your doodle. Use the move 

tool (Tool1,symbolized by arrow on the left hand side tool column) to move around the duplicated 

doodle. Repeat this enough times to fill the whole image. 

 

 



6. Go to Layer>>New Adjustment Layer >>Curves and tweak it to brighten up the image and add 

contrast like in the above image. 

 

7. Go to Layer>>New Layer. Select text tool (represented by Capital T in the left-hand side toolbar) 

, then select the font you’d like from the overhead toolbar. Click on an area in the image to start 

typing. You can adjust the size as you like from the overhead bar again! 

 



8. Create a new layer again and drag it under your text layers but above all the other layers. In the 

above image, you can see that I’ve selected the Eclipse shape from the shape box in the left 

hand side toolbar. Click on your doodled image to draw on a circle. Right Click the currently 

selected layer>>blending options>>Color Overlay and select any color you want! 

 

All Done! Save the image under the “File” drop-down menu and your PC and print it out! 
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